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Abstract—Of all outstanding areas of syntax, subordinate clauses of time and condition play a great role in arising linguists' interests. These types of clauses are of idiosyncratic nature in general and in Zubairi Arabic in particular, since they tend to be difficult and complex in comparison with other languages and dialects. The present study is an attempt to examine how conditional and time clauses behave syntactically in Zubairi Arabic. It is based mainly on conversation of two Zubairi Speakers. Looking at this type of conversational speech illustrates a wider range of syntactic structures, and some speakers have more conservative dialect than others, but generally all are Zubairi in character.

Index Terms—past punctual, perfective, open punctual, open habitual, open stative and unfulfilled

I. INTRODUCTION

A number of recent studies have examined conditional clauses in Classical Arabic. However, a little has been devoted to the study of these structures in its colloquial dialects. In Arabic linguistic studies, interest notably increases in scrutinizing such types of clauses, since they represent an area of syntax, which seems more difficult and complex in comparison with that of other languages, say English, for example (Palva, 1980; Peled, 1987). A further point of interest that leads to investigate this area, particularly in the domain of Zubairi Arabic, is the multiplicity of conditional and time particles including in, lā and kān signifying ‘if’, lamma and jōm signifying ‘when’ and ila signifying ‘if’ or ‘when’. It is worth underlying that factors may be found to condition the choice of these particles. However, in this dialect, conditional and time structures sometimes come very close together and are in some cases indistinguishable, or to put it in another way, they may be translated into English with ‘if’ or ‘when’. The two types of these clauses also share various characteristics which will be pointed out in some detail below, but in particular, many of them show a marker on both the main and subordinate clause.

To some extent, Zubairi conditional and time clauses are treated here as being sub-types of one general class of clause, because they are structurally distinguished from the other main type of time clause, the ḥāl or ‘clause of attendant circumstance’, equivalent to a present continuous time clause introduced by ‘when’ or ‘while’ in English (Wright, 1975, p. 330). Here, the time clause is introduced by the linking w- and λ, followed by a noun or pronoun and shows a verb in the imperfective, a participle or a non-verbal clause following the main clause.

The present study is an attempt to examine how conditional and time clauses behave syntactically in Zubairi Arabic. It is based mainly on a home conversation between two Zubairi speakers, which was recorded in 2008. The speech is presented in a form of phonemic transcriptions and then translated into English (see Appendix (1)). Looking at this two-speaker conversation illustrates a wider range of syntactic structures, and one of speakers has more conservative dialect than the other, but generally both are Zubairi in character.

II. CONDITION AND TIME CLAUSES: AN OVERVIEW

Examining these condition and time sentences in general entails that the areas of structure, function and reference must be taken into account. The term ‘structure’ refers to the actual form of the syntactic unit being considered, expressed in terms of the order of the elements of main and subordinate clauses, in the form of the verbal elements occurring and in the initial marker of the subordinate (Peled, 1985, p. 213). The term ‘function’ covers the grammatical component of meaning and terms such as ‘past punctual’ and unfulfilled condition’ used below are terms operating on the level of function. Certain distinct structures are regarded as having identical function so that it is not true that each structure may have its own exclusive function. The term ‘reference’ involves the contextual component of meaning or that area not signaled by the form of the words themselves (Lewin, 1976, p. 148). Some sentence types which are similar in structure and function may have different reference, and consideration of reference is particularly important in dealing with condition and time structures, since in some cases, the time reference can be inferred only from the context and above all ‘reality’ or ‘unreality’ of a condition may also be inferable from context. Thus, in these cases, the extra-linguistic and linguistic context provides the other component of the meaning of the sentence (Davies, 1987, p. 31).

A time clause can be defined as “one where the occurrence of the action is not in question, but where the time of occurrence is, at least in future events, not known. A conditional clause on the other hand is one where the occurrence of the action is itself in doubt” (Ingham, 1994, p. 132). These types of clauses can be thought of as systems of
commuting terms and a set of two interrelated systems are recognized in that both take a verb in the perfective and precede the main clause. Adopting the Arabic conception of these types of subordinate clauses discussed by Stewart (1987: 65) gives the following schema:

\[
\text{Conditional Clause} \quad \text{Time Clause}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c|c|c}
\text{Past Punctual} & \text{Perfetive} & \text{Open Punctual} & \text{Open Habitual} & \text{Open Stative} & \text{Unfulfilled} \\
\end{array}
\]

In Zubairi Arabic system, it seems that all future events (being uncertain) are looked upon as conditionals, although in some cases like ila barad alwaq̄t..., “when winter comes...” the arrival of winter is a total certainty. In this type, there is no distinction between ‘if’ and ‘when’ clauses in the future when marked by ila. For example, such a sentence as:

\[
\text{ila jārēnā fajjāb isinnāb bittanāwab}
\]

can be rendered into English as either: “if we buy anything (clothes), we wear it in turns” or “whenever we buy anything, we wear it in turns”.

The clause types are dealt with below under their two main headings Conditional and Time Clause. Conditionals are treated first because of their greater complexity, which makes it easier to understand Time clauses within the context of Conditional clauses than vice versa. It is worth noting that certain markers are specialized for time/aspect reference. Thus, in generally refers to the future, kān denotes the present stative, and jōm stands for the past punctual. The particle ila is the most general and can refer to future, present, habitual present or past. In this regard, Sowayan (1990, p. 53) gives a full account of this type of clause, stating that the verb of the subordinate clause introduced by jōm is generally (but not always) in the perfect. If the verb of the following main clause is in the perfect then no particles intervene between the two clauses, but if the verb of the main clause is in the imperfect or if the main clause is non-verbal then it is separated from the subordinate clause by such particles as tāri and ila tāri.

### III. Conditional Clauses

#### A. Open Punctual Condition

These types include clauses which have reference to the future marked by ila, in and lō or to the general present marked by ila all being followed by a verb in the perfective. They are termed punctual in order to distinguish them from the stative and habitual types. The inclusion of the particle lō in this group may be surprising in view of its usual association in standard Arabic with unfulfilled or remote condition. However, it is not often possible to differentiate any element of unreality in condition though an element of hesitancy or uncertainty is there making the use of lō rather than in or ila a matter of register signifying politeness or formality. It has been noticed that there is no formal marking of the difference between future conditions and general present conditions marked with ila, and the difference is one of semantic reference rather than grammatical function, which is in turn, obvious only through a context. In some sentences, no particle occurs at all, but the verb in the main clause is perfective; it resembles a conditional sentence in all except the presence of the particle which can be taken to be there via implication. The following are sentences in which particles in, kān or lō are deleted:

(in) ma fīn fajjāb jārēt itṭīfājāb w tuwakkalt ʻala llah

“(If) there is nothing (to do), I will drink some tea and leave”.

(kān/lō) ma tabīnāb, ra dża dża irtīfītīn w ma sār fajjāb

“(If you (f.) don’t want it, you give it back to its owner and it is as if nothing happened”.

(a) Sentences marked by ila:

ila barad alwaq̄t injīllāh, bañēnā min jīdād

“When winter comes, God willing, we will build a new”.

ila jat, ma ʻad dża dżat lahalha

“If she comes (here) he will never again go back to her family”.

A number of examples show Open Punctual clauses marked by ila with a non-verbal main clause, and one also with imperfective verb preceded by the presentative particle wila (translated as “behold”):

hatta ila jīt injīllāh bātṭfīr ʿassūbh, wila-hi dżūhāza

“When you come, God willing, tomorrow morning (behold) it will be ready”

al-akīl ila jīnā nākīlīh, wila-l filfil akbār min al-tīmān alī fīha

“When we come to eat the food (behold) the pepper in it is more than the rice”.

ʻala lān ila gaffēnāhā, wila-hi tinguaff

“So that when we stack them (behold) they will be stackable”.

ila ja jōm alaμmīs al ʻasur injīllāh, wila-k mwallima yādīk w intuwakkāl ʻala llah
“When Thursday afternoon arrives, God willing, (behold) you will get your things ready and we will set off”.

It is possible that the use of *wila* in these sentences precludes the conditional interpretation and marks them as time clauses, since the presentatives occur regularly following a Past Punctual Time clause. However, it is difficult to elicit contrastive examples in these cases. The above sentences have future time reference, but the same formal structure may have universal or general time reference as in:

*wila* ِ扴َذَثُث، ُذْيُ ِيِرِك

“And when you give it to him, he passes it on to somebody else”.

*ila* ُذْنَر، ِتَأِرَذ

“If your turn comes, you take (one)”.

*ila* ِذْرَ ُذْنَذَثُث، ُذْنَر ِنَذْنَر-ْنِر

“If he has no a permission you do not allow him (to do it)”.  

*jjal* ila ِذْرَ ِخِسَرُكَمُ ْنَذْنَر-ْنِر

“How good it is if you adversary is of your own country”.

The element *gār* “to become” occurs where the following clause is non-verbal or has an imperfective verbal form. In this function, it seems to be parallel to the use of *kān*, which introduces a stative conditional clause. In fact, it is not easy to distinguish a difference of meaning between the two alternatives, but it may be stated that the use of *gār* introduces a further stage of remoteness meaning “if it happens that…” in comparison with *kān* tabi “if you want…” (now), in *bayēt* “if you want…” (at any time) and *la gār* tabi “if it happens that you want…” (in any eventuality). In other areas of the conditional sentences, a number of alternative structures can be used as semantic equivalents. Similarly, some English speakers have three stylistic alternatives for the conditional structures, i.e. “if you want…”, “should you want…” and “in the eventuality that you should want…” (Quirk et al, 1985).

**B. Open Habitual Condition**

Habitual or repetitive actions are represented by *ila* with a perfective verb in the conditional clause and the main one. It is worth mentioning that this structure is only partially differentiated from structure Open Punctual, which may also have a perfective in the main clause. Here, one clause type stands for sentences that can be translated into English sometimes with “if” and sometimes with “when” or “whenever” signaling a habitual action. It may be past or present in its time reference depending on context, for instance:

*ila* ُذْبَرُتَ، ُذْبَرُتَ ِفاِرَذَتُ، ُذْبَرُتَ ِتَأِرَذ

“When it (the bud of the palm tree) sprouts it splits, and when it splits, if God wills, we fertilize it”.

*ila* ُذْنَذَثُث، ُذْنَذَثُث

“How good it is if you adversary is of your own country.”
Some examples of structure Open Punctual conditions can also be interpreted as having general time reference, so that an overlap may be expected in reference.

C. Open Stative Condition

The particle *kān* occurs preceding a participle, a non-verbal clause, an imperfective verbal form or a perfective verbal one. All of these can be regarded as stative clauses in contrast to the action clauses covered before. At first sight, another exception may be looked upon to the rule of Conditional and Time clauses having a verb in the perfective. However, If *kān* is considered as being derived from *in kān* “if it is” in which *kān* is a perfective verbal form, then these structures follow a general rule. This particle can also be followed by personal pronoun suffixes giving forms such as *kān*-ih “if he”, *kān*-ik “if you” etc. In this dialect and in contrast to some Arabic varieties, the particle *kān* does not inflect for person as seen in the following examples:

(i) *With a participle:*

*inkānih mkassirin jūj, jisliihih*

“If he has broken something, he will mend it”.

*jak, inkānha mwāfiqah*

“She will come to you, if she is in agreement”.

(ii) *With a non-verbal clause:*

*inkān inni fārikat hājātik gāfh …*

“If I am really the partner of your life …”

(iii) *With an imperfective verbal form:*

*inkān innik tabi bint xālik, kallānmāha*

“If you want (to marry) your cousin, we will speak to her”

(iv) *With a perfective verbal form:*

*inkān inni hawwant halmarrah, fānt djid hawwant alf marrah*

“If I have refused this time, you have refused (in the past) a thousand times”.

D. Unfulfilled Condition

When *lō* marks an unreal or unfulfilled condition it will have *kān* as a marker on the main clause, which may be followed by a verb in the perfective, an active participle, a non-verbal clause or more rarely an imperfective verb as in:

*lō inni ma bītīh, kān raddētih Ṣālēk*

“If I had not sold it, I would have given it back to you”.

*lō almiddah tūwīlah, kān aqūl ma jxālīf*

“If the period was long, I would say ‘It does not matter’”. However, some sentences are without *kān*, for example:

*lō gǐltīk, māntī mṣaddīgni*

“If I told you, you wouldn’t believe me”.

*lō ma taṣṣafī, mā ʿaratī adarris alf jīl*

“If I did not have dinner, I would not be able to teach children”.

IV. TIME CLAUSES

A. Past Punctual

These types of sentences are commonly marked by the particle *jōm* “day” which has punctual significance. If the main clause following the time clause is non-verbal, it must be preceded by one of the ‘presentative’ particles (i.e. *ila, wila mēr, winn*). These particles are equivalent to the Standard *iḥā bi*, a deictic particle usually translated ‘behind’ or ‘lo’. In fact, their occurrence is syntactically limited to give them some sort of heavy semantic load when translated as ‘behind’. The main purpose they serve is to mark the second clause in a complex structure. In the following examples, the most common presentative occurring here is *wila*, which is again translated as ‘behind so as to ease recognition of its place in the sentence:

**jōm wa jūh, wila nasah ti il u ti fi**

“And when they came to him, (behind) his relatives were charging back and forth”.

In certain contexts, *jōm* may be followed by an imperfective verb form with past time reference in sentence initial position. This use can be interpreted either as a distinct function or a purely variant of the Past Punctual. Nevertheless, Sentences of this structure tend not to be Time clauses in the same sense as the others, since the clause with *jōm* does not actually set the time frame of what followed. It is a merely general subordinator giving the meaning of “the fact that…”, for instance:

**hinna jōm nyamlīmk windarrisk wīnxallīk tāxōlīn fahādā, mahu bīala fān tiftāylin**
“When we taught you, gave you lessons and let you take certificates, it was not that you would work”.

jōm ink tadrīsīn, aqūl ma ʿalēh
“When you studied, I (used to) say: ‘It doesn’t matter’”.

However, these sentences may constitute a different sub-type conveying Past Continuous meaning, for example:

(i) With the perfective in the main clause:

jōm kīːf ʿalēh, gāl…
“When he examined him medically, he said…”.
jōm garrubat alīmānīt, bidaw jdrūsūn
“When the time of exams approached, they began to study”.
jōm daxalt, yājār abūj maʤ ra lādīth
“When I entered, my father changed the direction of the conversation”.

(ii) With the imperfective and non-initial as a sentence component:

xubrī min ħarēn, jōm aʤ addidʤ awāzi
“My knowledge of this was two months ago, when I renewed my passport”.

ana lʕām jōm arūlilhind, liēthum…
“Last year when I went to India, I found that they…”.
gīllik jōm tanzil,…”
“I told you when you were going downstairs…”.

(iii) With the perfective and following the main clause:

istiːkēt min abū j, jōm baʤ adzwawadʤ immik
“I was ashamed in front of my father, when I wished to get married your mother”.

B. Perfective

The particle ila can also be followed by min “from” plus a personal pronoun suffix. This indicates that the action of the time clause precedes that of the main clause, which can be in the future or the past. If past, the verb of the main clause will be in the perfective and if future (or general present), it will be in the imperfective as in:

(i) With future reference:

kūd īnnih wila minnih fāḥaʃajib, jгадdirih
“Perhaps when he sees this old man, he will respect him”.
wila minnih alla aɣnāk, traddihin
“When God has enriched you, you may give them back”.
wila minnik banēt, hāk hassaʃīf halr fahl
“When you built it, then there will be a thousand solutions”.

(ii) With past reference:

ilja minniʃākēt alhimiʃ,ʃālih
“When I complained of the burden, he took it up”.
ilja minnik aṣarrāti ʿalēh, wʃftabīniʃ ṣawwi
“When you pressed him, what did you expect him to do?”

V. CONCLUSIONS

In general, the subordinate system gives choices in the dimension of probability and reality, i.e. open condition versus unfulfilled and of aspect, i.e. punctual versus habitual, stative or perfective. In the subordinate clause, a perfective verb form is preferred and indicates a punctual action following the time/condition particle. In some cases, the perfective can be replaced by an imperfective when this follows the main clause without any change in time reference. In the main clause, the perfective and imperfective have more reference to time in that the former usually refers to the past while the latter to the future or general present. The significance of the choice of perfective versus imperfective in the main clause plays a vital role in Open Punctual and Open Habitual because it is the major marker of the distinction between the two.

Phonemic Symbols (After Ibrahim, 2006)

1. The Vowels

i as in mijā “he went”
i as in ṭabīn “you want?”
ē as in ːlēt “I wish”
a as in ːsallī “I pray”
ā as in nām “he slept”
The text is a home conversation of two Zubairi speakers: the first was the husband addressed as Abu Mahmud (symbolized as A) and the second was the wife addressed as Umm Mahmud (symbolized as U).

A: ħāh jumm maḥmūd wiʃyindikum min ifkilūm
U: ma ʃindinà wallahi ʃila ʃibga
A: xēr warākum jumm maḥmūd ʃasa maʃarr
U: abad ʃaʃil maʃurf dirāsa w ana widdi wallah inni ʃalāk bhal ʃijalʃwajj awassì ʃudūhrum
A: ma ʃindi mānʃ bass wèn ʃabūn ʃrūʃaʃil ʃallānīni
U: ʃi-ajj maʃān mxassì ʃib ʃudūr ʃiʃijāl
A: ana ʃindī ʃīkrakh jumm maḥmūd
U: ʃɛr wiʃhi ʃabu maḥmūd
A: wara ma nimur ʃeʃt ʃitx ʃiʃuʃah u nāʃīhła hi w ʃjʃīlaʃh inkl wəndaddikum ʃil məlāhī u xallu ʃʃijal jifarabūn u jistānsūn ʃlən tiʃūlūn bass
U: ʃalalīhā innahà ʃikrakh ʃimtaʃəzah u ʃasallalaxaʃallik lina ʃabu maḥmūd
A: ʃjjal inti nādī ʃʃijal u xallhūm jistiʃyddūn w ana bakaʃəm ʃitxi axallīha tiʃtaʃydd hi wa ʃʃjualaʃhīma nimurhum
U: ʃēn ma ʃjalil ʃrubbi ʃjalallik lina ʃabu maḥmūd
A: ʃurʃa jumm maḥmūd tarah ma ʃindinà waʃt
U: waʃa jimmik ʃar dagajiq u tiʃɡāna ʃakbūn ʃisaʃjārah
A: jallah twaʃkallik ʃala ʃlaʃh
U: ʃhāb ʃabu maḥmūd kallam ʃuʃuʃah
A: aj naʃam u gililha twalamm hi w ʃʃjəlaʃh
U: ʃassāh bass ma tiʃawwiʃ
A: ana mʃallimah u ʃaʃjīliʃa ʃtaraj ʃiʃi adrib ʃūrbi w inkānkum wəlmūn rakabktem bissajjārah u riʃtibkum w inkān ma wallāntum riʃt u xallhikum
U: waʃlaw gʃilalha halkalām ma ʃih ʃʃajdah
A: ibʃurf ʃih jumm maḥmūd u ʃarʃ in ma nasʃālhum illa wa hi w ʃʃjəlaʃh ʃawʃfīn wara ʃlbūb jintirūnna

Translation
A: What news do you have, Umm Mahmud?
U: By God, we have no news except that we remain alive.
A: I hope there is nothing wrong, Umm Mahmud.
U: Nothing, it is as you see all studying and revision and I would really like to take the children out for a while and give them some amusement.
A: I have no objection, but where do you want to go. Tell me.
U: Anywhere we can give the children some amusement.
A: I have an idea, Umm Mahmud.
U: Well, what is it, Abu Mahmud?
A: Why don’t we call on my sister Hussah and take her and her children and I take you all to the Fun Fair and let the children play and enjoy themselves as much as you want.

U: Well, it seems like a marvelous idea. God preserve you for us Abu Mahmud.

A: So, you can call the children and let them get ready and I will call my sister and let them get ready and in the meantime we will drive over there.

U: Good that is alright. God preserve you for us Abu Mahmud.

A: Hurry Umm Mahmud, because there is no much time.

U: Do not worry within ten minutes we will be ready in the car.

A: Come on then let’s go.

U: Abu Mahmud, did you speak to Hussah?

A: Yes, and I told her to get ready with her children.

U: I hope she will not be late.

A: I have told her and said to her that I will be coming by and will sound the horn and if you are ready I will put you in the car and take you with me, but if you are not ready I will go and leave you.

U: If you tell her this, it will be of no use.

A: I hope that it will not happen Umm Mahmud and I warrant that as soon as we reach their house, they will be down by the door waiting us.
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